City Planning Crossword

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across
2. a person who lives in a certain place
6. a representation or game testing approximately how something should happen in real life
8. something shared between 2 or more people or groups
11. breaking rules or agreements or acting against someone’s rights
17. related to one’s job
18. passing on or moving something (often power or information) somewhere else
20. usefulness, OR a company that provides services useful to everyone (electricity, phone, etc.)
21. a group of people who live or work together

Down
1. outside help in settling a disagreement
3. related to an atom’s nucleus (center)
4. use
5. to try to do something
7. permanent movement between countries; a change of nationality
9. to share with or divide something between many people
10. standards or rules for doing something correctly
12. an official document permitting the owner to do something (drive, run a business, etc.)
13. a person who helps resolve conflicts between other people or groups
14. to indicate the exact person or thing wanted
15. something that happens
16. occurrence; (the number of times something happens)
19. a book of instructions (also: doing by hand)

utilize
resident
mutual
immigration
community
distribute
transmission
violation
specify
mediation
undertake
incidence
incident
utility
protocol
occupational
license
simulation
manual
mediator
nuclear
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